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Summary
This editorial is part of the Focus Theme of Methods of Information in Medicine on “Big Data and Analytics in Healthcare”. The amount of data being generated in the healthcare industry is growing at a rapid rate. This has generated immense interest in leveraging the availability of healthcare data to improve health outcomes and reduce costs. However, the nature of healthcare data, and especially big data, presents unique challenges in processing and analyzing big data in healthcare. This Focus Theme aims to disseminate some novel approaches to address these challenges. More specifically, approaches ranging from efficient methods of processing large clinical data to predictive models that could generate better predictions from healthcare data are presented.
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1. Introduction

The rapid adoption of health information systems and digitization of health and patient data have led to the generation of huge volumes of primary and secondary data within the health care industry. While the trove of data presents immense opportunities for healthcare delivery, management and policy making, effective tools and techniques are required to process and make use of the big data. To provide a forum for researchers, healthcare administrators, care-providers, and policy makers to disseminate and share cutting-edge research and practice focus were invited. Many high quality completed research and research-in-progress papers were received and subsequently presented at the conference.

This Focus Theme includes original research contributions both from participants of the 2nd international Conference on Big Data and Analytics in Healthcare (BDAH) in Singapore in 2013\(^a\) and 2014\(^b\). In the 2nd BDAH conference, submission of papers with both academic/research and practice focus were invited. Many high quality completed research and research-in-progress papers were received and subsequently presented at the conference.

This Focus Theme includes original research contributions both from participants of the 2nd international Conference on Big Data and Analytics in Healthcare as well as from the wider research community.

2. Background

2.1 Big Data in Healthcare

Big data has been referred to as data that are too complex and large that cannot be processed and managed by traditional data processing tools. Gartner describes big data along three dimensions: variety, velocity and volume [1]. ‘Variety’ refers to the fact that big data must be made up of many different types of data; ‘velocity’ addresses the fact that big data is about data that is transmitted and available in real-time, arrives in varying bursts rather than at a constant steady speed; and ‘volume’ refers to the fact that big data must be extremely large in size. A recent literature review defines healthcare big data as datasets with Log (n\(^p\)) ≥ 7, and have the properties of great variety and high velocity (Baro et al. 2015).

Indeed, healthcare data comes in an increasing range of formats and representations from a variety of sources including clinical data from EHR (physicians written notes and prescriptions, medical imaging, laboratory, pharmacy, insurance, and other administrative data); machine generated/sensor data, such as from monitoring vital signs and wearable devices; social media posts, including Twitter feeds (so-called tweets), blogs, status updates on Facebook and other platforms, and web pages; and less patient-specific information, including emergency care data, news feeds, and articles in medical journals [3]. With advancement of technologies and networking capabilities, and the proliferation of wearable devices and consumer healthcare applications and devices, the volume and variety of healthcare data generated is increasing at a tremendous speed. Healthcare data can now be automatically sensed, captured and transmitted in real time. There are immense opportunities for big data in healthcare to improve health and lower costs for...
patients. However the challenge lies in being able to effectively process and make sense of the big data that is available.

2.2 Health Analytics

Health analytics is “the systematic use of health data and related business insights developed through applied analytical disciplines (e.g. statistical, contextual, quantitative, predictive, cognitive, other models) to drive fact-based decision making for planning, management, measurement and learning” [4]. One of the advantages of big data is the ability to go beyond improving profits and cutting down on wasted overhead to predict epidemics, cure disease, improve quality of life and avoid preventable deaths [5].

Indeed predictive analytics is believed to be the next statistics evolution and medical revolution around the world [6]. Predictive analytics include empirical methods (statistical and other) that generate data predictions as well as methods for assessing predictive power [7]. It uses a variety of statistical techniques from modeling, machine learning, data mining that analyze current and historical facts to make predictions about future, or otherwise unknown, events. However for predictive analytics to be effective, there must not only be a good predictive model but prediction should link carefully to clinical priorities and measurable events such as cost effectiveness, clinical protocols or patient outcomes.

3. Focus Theme Overview

This Focus Theme comprises three articles that address the challenges of processing and making effective use of healthcare data for predictive analytics.

The first article by Divita et al. [8] presents their technique of processing large numbers of clinical notes in hospitalized patients. Their scaling-up efforts was for a project focused on detecting the presence of indwelling urinary catheters in hospitalized patients at the Salt Lake City VA. Their approach is built upon UIMA-FIT, a simplified UIMA, employing parallel processing pipeline technologies without the implementation and maintenance complexities of UIMA or UIMA-AS, through utilizing NLP pipeline components similar to cTAKES. Based on an post comparison, their method produces a 12-fold increase in performance with respect to speed of processing of individual records.

The second and third papers provide exemplary examples of predictive analytics of healthcare data. The second paper by Jin et al. [9] presents a new analytic method to predict presence and severity of depressive symptoms in diabetic patients. In this study, the authors developed a generalized multilevel regression model, using a longitudinal dataset from a recent large-scale clinical trial. As outcome the model predicts PHQ-9 scores for patients with diabetes over time using time-invariant and time-varying predictors related to demographics, diabetes, health conditions, and healthcare utilization. The predicted PHQ-9 scores could be used for assessing depression severity and classifying patients as having major depression.

The third paper by Zhu et al. [10] uses the Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project (HCUP) inpatient discharge record database to develop a conditional logistic regression model on 30-day hospital readmissions. They use heart failure patient data from the State of California, United States, to examine how to improve the accuracy of prediction compared to a standard logistic regression model. Based on a comprehensive literature review, the authors apply stratification variables with conditional logistic regression in their model. They further add the interactions among the variables to improve the prediction accuracy. As a result, the new model increases the classification accuracy by nearly 20%.
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